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In the state of Yucatan, we are ready to restart cruise operations at

the port of Progreso. With a total of 1,379 tourism companies in the

state that have obtained the Biosecurity Risk Prevention

Certification, along with the enthusiasm of these companies to

provide their products and services, the resumption of operations is

a goal we are all eager to achieve.

After fifteen months of no cruise activity, we are ready and at the

same time continue to fine-tune details between the various

government agencies at the federal, state and municipal levels and

the tourism companies involved, in order to provide both excellent

service as well as adherence to strict health and safety protocols in

this new era of maritime tourism.

As we enter the summer season of 2021, the Yucatan Tourism Board

is happy to share with you this eleventh Cruise Newsletter and, as

in our previous editions, we are including tourism news, updated

information on the reopening of the state economy as well as plans

for the post-COVID-19 era with regards to sanitary protocols that we

will be implementing.

Port of Progreso pier, Yucatán, México.
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WELCOME

Where are we located?

The port of Progreso was founded in

1871 , and since then it has been a point

of reference for imports and exports for

Mexico due to its strategic connection

with the most important ports in the

area and the world . 

Since 1993 , Progreso has been the

entrance gate to the Mayan World for

cruise passengers .
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Any questions?

Please contact us

Michelle Fridman
Secretary of Tourism

michelle.fridman@yucatan.travel
 

Raúl Paz Noriega 
Technical Director

raul.paz@yucatan.travel
 

Cecilia García Gómez
Director of New Investments

cecilia.garcia@yucatan.travel 
 

Abraham Villanueva
Cruise Coordinator 

abraham.villanueva@yucatan.gob.mx
 

Translation support: Ralf Hollman

http://yucatan.travel/


The port of Progreso is ready to

restart operations with the cruise

arrivals in the most biosecure and

healthy environment.

What is our current situation?

Covid-19 cases in México as of June

14th, 2021 are: 

Yucatán is in 10th place nationally,

with the following number of cases:

By municipality, 64.3% of the

positive cases are in the capital

City of Mérida and 1168 cases are in

the Port of Progreso.

Source:
https://coronavirus.gob.mx/datos/

https://coronavirus.yucatan.gob.mx/ 

Considering various factors

including hospital occupancy,

contagion rates, new cases,

among others, the statewide

alert level went to yellow on

the Yucatan economic recovery

traffic light system, as of June

3, 2021.

Between December 24, 2020

and June 11, 2021, vaccines have

been administered in México as

follows: 

With the aim of
having a system of
good sanitary
practices based on
models that will aid in
preventing the spread
of infections in the
tourist industry, we
have developed the
Yucatan Biosecurity
Risk Prevention
Certification 
 (BUPSY)

SITUATION IN CONTEXT
OF COVID-19
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ECONOMIC RECOVERY TRAFFIC LIGHT SYSTEM

Traditional Malecon, Progreso, Yucatán, México.
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The Geology Museum will have permanent exhibitions as well as space
for temporary exhibitions, cafeteria, gift shop, central corridor with a
water feature, public washrooms and showers, a tourism police and
information booth and a viewpoint looking onto the ocean. All this will
make the museum a focal point of tourism along the Traditional Malecón
(boardwalk).

The project is being developed by Grupo Constructor de la Región, from
the Mexican state of Jalisco, who initiated work on July 23, 2020 and will
complete it this year, turning it over to the Federal Government, who
tendered and awarded the job to that company, with an investment of
$3 million U.S. dollars of the 2020 Urban Improvement Program.

It will be detonate both tourism and economic activity in the port and
become a source of pride and local identity for all to enjoy. 
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Yucatán & Port of Progreso Authorities 
yucatan.travel

puertosyucatan.com

ssamexico.com

ayuntamientodeprogreso.gob.mx
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NEW MUSEUM
in Progreso

Through a statement to the Tourism

Board of the Government of the State

of Yucatan, Carnival Cruise Lines has

confirmed the resumption of

operations in the North American and

Caribbean region. Included among its

first summer destinations is the port

of Progreso, Yucatan, for which the

highest standards and biosafety

protocols will be followed to prevent

any potential negative effects caused

by the pandemic, thereby

guaranteeing the safety of

passengers and crew.

 

Carnival Cruises has announced

the reactivation from the ports of

Miami (with itineraries to the

Caribbean) and Galveston (with

itineraries to the Yucatan

Peninsula and Belize), sustained

by the progress of federal and

state vaccination programs in the

United States, which is the main

issuing market for Carnival

passengers.

The first arrival in Progreso is

expected on July 26, and

operations would continue

through the rest of the year. This

initial arrival and the expected

affluence of passengers would be

welcome news for the area’s

service providers. 

After a 9 week stay in

Progreso, the Disney Cruise

Lines vessel Disney Wonder

departed on June 6 after

completing all minor

scheduled maintenance. We

are grateful for the

opportunity to host the ship

during this time and look

forward to receiving Disney

vessels with passengers

safely and soon.

Carnival Cruises announces its return to Progreso Disney Wonder
 departure

http://yucatan.travel/
http://puertosyucatan.com/
http://ssamexico.com/
http://ayuntamientodeprogreso.gob.mx/
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Located on Progreso’s board walk, Crabster offers you a warm,

welcoming space where you can relax and refresh with our signature

cocktails, delightfully fresh seafood, and excellent service.

Our chefs take pride in our impressive menu, sourcing the highest

quality ingredients available to create exquisite regional flavors so

you can taste the authentic cuisine of the Yucatan, assuring you a

memorable experience.

For this summer we recommend our refreshing ceviche. The recipe

includes shrimp, fish, conch or octopus marinated with lime juice,

chopped tomato, diced onion and fresh coriander, a great dish to

enjoy overlooking the ocean. 

A special place to enjoy the best beach in
Yucatan without having to worry about a
thing.

Our facilities have:
·Pool
·Shade areas on the beach with loungers
·Palapas
·Restaurant
·Kayaks & Paddleboards
·Beach Voleyball & soccer field
·Football tables
·Restrooms
·Changing rooms & showers
·Paramedic service
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Progreso tour operators take cruise

passengers to Chichén Itzá, one of the

new wonders of the world and the

number one destination among all

tours offered. Our Port is the gateway

to the Mayan world in Yucatán and

enjoys the highest satisfaction rates in

shore excursions according to the

passengers.

Crabster offers you the perfect place to socialize, celebrate and

indulge. We adhere to all required protocols and look forward to

seeing you soon!

Check us on video here

IMPROVED BEACH CLUB

AN EXCELLENT RESTAURAN AT PROGRESO MALECON

O U R  T O D A Y  S E L E C T I O N S . . .

F O R  M O R E  R E S T A U R A N T  
O P T I O N S  I N  Y U C A T A N

S C A N  


